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Stanford University Libraries 

I Am NOT 
Your Mother 

…
Write Your 
Test Code!



Ad Hoc Testing
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OMG – did I 
break it two 

months ago?

What I just did 
couldn’t possibly 
have broken that!

I’m sure I 
fixed that!

It was 
working 
before!



You already test.
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Did that 
work?

Is the 
value 

correct?

Does it look 
right?



If it’s worth checking once …
   Do you enjoy  manual repetition?

Why Not Automate?
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Regression Testing
Local Code
Local Mods to Other Code

My Code Doesn’t Break Her Code
Refactoring!
Reduce Design Complexity
Specify Expected Behaviors
Catch My Own Errors
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Test code is only useful if …

… it is executed.















It starts with ...

... ONE Automatable Test
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Jessie Keck
Recent testing convert

Past history: little to no testing 
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Current Testing:
rSpec
Cucumber
Rails testing framework
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Demos
 



Types of Tests



Unit Tests
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Integration tests
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Black Box/Functional/Acceptance Tests
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"Now witness the firepower of this fully ARMED and 
OPERATIONAL battle station!"
-The Emperor, Return of the Jedi



What to test?



You already do this...

System.out.println("Title:" 
+                            book.
getTitle());
 
System.out.println("Author:" 
+                            book.
getAuthor());
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So Do this Instead

assertEquals("Bacon: A Love 
Story",                  book.
getTitle());
 
assertEquals("Lauer, Heather",   
              book.getAuthor()); 
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some_method() {
  ...
  if(this is true)
    do this
  else if(that is true)
    do that 
  else
    do this by default
  ...
} 

At least 3 tests for this method
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Write tests when fixing bugs

1.  Write a test that triggers bug 

2.  Fix the code
3.  Re-run the test

4.  You're done when the test passes
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Error Handling/Corner Cases

try
    while(ch != '\0')
        ch = buffer.read_ch 
    end
catch Exception
    handle problem here
end
    



Tests for Legacy Code



Start with Bug Fixing



Write high level tests that exercise system as a whole
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Write unit tests around the legacy section



Enables bug fixing with confidence
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Mocks 

Want tests to run fast  
Need to isolate what you’re testing
For dependencies on other processes

Network, database, Solr, external services



Rspec Mock Example

 



Whichever Language, Context

Java - JUnit
C# - NUnit 
Php - Php Unit 
Perl - Perl Unit
Python - PyUnit
Web - Selenium, WebRat, Watir
Database - DbUnit



IDE Support 







What does all of this buy you?

Fewer bugs
Better design
Refactoring freedom
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Professional Responsibility
"...it is irresponsible for a developer to 
ship a line of code he has not executed 
in a unit test." 

Robert 'Uncle Bob' Martin
-Author and Agile Evangelist
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Questions?


